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BLACK SCREEN

MEGAN (O.S)

Love - it’s intense, gentle and

warm. An impalpable fire that burns

within us both.

INT. MEGAN’S HOUSE - FRONT DOOR - NIGHT

We see a WHITE front door. A card drops through the

letterbox. We see a hand picking up the card from a ruco

door mat addressed ’TO MEGAN’.

EXT. SKATEPARK - NIGHT

RYAN (V.O)

I feel like I’m free, floating on

the clouds of tomorrow and escaping

the troubles of all my yesterdays.

I told her my life was fast paced

but she made me slow down, I slowed

down - for her.

The sun is setting, the sky is blended with musky colours -

orange, purple and blue. We see a shadow of a young male in

the sky - he has just skated up a ramp.

We see RYAN - (21) Tall, well spoken, rebellious, black hair

- neck length - slicked back, sleeve tattoo on his left arm

and deep brown eyes. He is wearing black chino’s with a

black t-shirt. He looks serious. He’s going up and down the

ramp at a FAST speed. We see his shoes - vans, walk towards

his IPOD with portable speakers to play ’The Temper Trap -

Sweet Disposition.’

EXT. MEGAN’S HOUSE - NIGHT

We see MEGAN - (21) petite, articulate, polished, tanned

complexion, beautiful brown eyes, brown curly hair, black

blazer and dark blue skinny jeans. MEGAN enters a TAXI, she

is on her way to meet RYAN. She looks happy - starry eyed.

MEGAN (V.O)

You can find someone that looks the

same, but they’re just a shell.

They don’t possess that spark

inside.

She is looking out the car window, the INCANDESCENT street

lights RUSH by her.



2.

EXT. SKATEPARK - NIGHT

We see a Valentines Day card with hearts, someone opens it,

it says - ’Meet me at utopia tonight, love forever, Ryan

xxx.’ It’s MEGAN, she looks up and see’s a wire netted

fence.

MEGAN is sitting on top of RYAN - they are face to face

whilst deeply gazing into one anothers eyes. They look

almost like magnets.

We see MEGAN on a skateboard with RYAN by her side helping

her keep balance. He says something to annoy her and her

face quickly angers. She pushes him away and TRIES to ride

off on his skateboard.

RYAN (V.O)

I become alive when I kiss her.

It’s like a dream illuminating our

present.

She falls over and RYAN rushes to her. They smile, she pulls

him on top of her and kisses him passionately.

The area is DARK, silent, with a scent of romance. We see

the print of MEGAN’s lips in red neon paint on RYAN’s cheek.

They begin throwing different colours of neon paint at one

another. We see them laughing, smiling and running around.

MEGAN is laying down on the ramp smiling, looking up to the

sky and SILVER glitter dust is blown from above her - it’s

RYAN on top of the ramp. He has blown it from the palm of

his hand. She then see’s shattered glass BURSTING, FLYING

towards her and panic’s. MEGAN has a flashback of what

ACTUALLY happened.

EXT. SKATEPARK - STREET - NIGHT

RYAN feels something is wrong. He looks either side of the

road for MEGAN. SUDDENLY a car comes GUSHING down the road.

His eyes OPEN, the BLINDING lights hit him. We see a rose

fall to the ground in slow motion. The TAXI loses CONTROL.

MEGAN is sitting in the back of the TAXI, her body is pushed

back and fourth with force. She has shattered glass all

around her - the pieces slightly looks like fireflies.

MEGAN (V.O)

No matter what, I’ll always find

him. He is the air that keeps my

heart beating... He’s my heaven.

We see an image of RYAN’s shadow from the beginning frozen

above the ramp.


